
For success in a future job the ability to relate well to people is more important than studying hard in 
school.

For attaining an appropriate occupation in future, we need some skills and abilities. To be proficient, we 
ought to communicate perfectly and must have an advanced knowledge about our job’s requirements. 
Nevertheless, being good at relating to people is a striking privilege for prospering in our career, 
obtaining broad knowledge and technical skills which can be achieved in student’s period are factors of 
paramount important importance factors to in reaching the zenith of our profession. 

I strongly believe that our skills give us self-confidence which could lead tobe leaded to have having 
more innovation in conducting assignments. Moreover, an eligible person is one who does his obligation 
dramatically integral, with a minimum using of energy. I believe that arduous efforts of conscientious 
students will prepare them for working more efficiently with astonishing performance. In fact, our skills 
are like extra hands. They will accelerate processes when they are not fast enough and help us to do 
job’s demands elegantly.

For clarifying this point, I want to underscore the phrase of ‘The knowledge is a power’. It means a 
person who knows more, have more authority. I can illustrate it with a real sample. the foremost ability 
that cause domination of human kind rather than other species was learning from past events and 
keeping it in our memory. It was a gift to have accessory to an enormous database. Therefore, we did 
not repeat a mistake twice and we were able to combine past experiences with present ones and 
produce something new. With this ability we raised our chance of survival. Furthermore, we had this 
fortune to predict events which were once catastrophic. As knowledge helped us to withstand 
thousands of year ago, it could heightens the possibility of succeed in our profession today.

 As the result, living in an outstanding academic organization not only predispose us to understand 
people much better but also gives us this opportunity to learn more and obtain an impressive 
knowledge around our future jobs.   


